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CHAPTER V 

 

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 

5.1 Conclusion 

 

 The finally after researcher discuss and analyze more deeply about the moral 

personality, Benjamin development stages that have passed through, and social 

influences of him. The researcher has completed the research and until the 

conclusion and from the result of the previous analyze by the researcher. The 

conclusion of that are: 

  Benjamin’s moral personality have including: dispositional traits 

characterization adaption, and life stories. In the dispositional traits Benjamin 

showed by his personality begins with trait which is from birth or natural and 

natural. Besides, the characterization adaption showed by the characterization that 

start and occur in the middle childhood or called generativity, it relates with the 

main points of development stages that Erik Erikson stated.  

` The third points of moral personality is life stories that refers to the late 

adolescence and young adulthood Benjamin faces. Actually this research have the 

second question of the research, this is the development stages of Erik Erikson. The 

stages have eight parts faces by Benjamin Button it starts from his birth, his baby 

moments, young, teenagers, puberty, his work achievement, old moment also.  

 After that, researcher analyze Benjamin’s social environment influences. In 

this addition an analyzing of the circumstance of the environment based on the short 

story. So we could get a lesson and summarize the significant thing of this part 

story. That are phase of human being that Erik Erikson stages, moral personality, 

and also the social environment have passed through. 
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5.2 Suggestion 

 

In the last of this chapter, the researcher would like to ask of what has been 

learn, and realized to reader. The researcher realized that the researcher opus is too 

far from perfect and there are still too much mistakes. Researcher suggests another 

researcher should do a research on the short story “Curious Case of Benjamin 

Button” in other side and other theory analysis more deeply to make another 

analysis more varieties. The researcher wishes that this final project can be used as 

a reference and guide for other researchers who are interested to know, understand 

and learn about the Psychosocial Development of Benjamin by literary approach. 

 Finally, the researcher also suggest to the reader after reading this final 

project on the literary approach and they have to read more and literary opus of 

others. By doing this, in the hopping that reader can get an understanding and many 

learning from various aspects of human life stages such as the Benjamin Button 

passed through and moral personality have influence or impact to social 

environment. 

 


